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By integrating core business processes across 

seven plants and 55 warehouses

A symbol of trust and quality, Okaya Power Pvt. Ltd. has long been a pioneer in battery 

manufacturing in India, making a wide range of batteries suitable for inverter, automotive, 

and solar applications. Using a legacy ERP application across its seven plants and 55 

warehouses was slowing its response to market dynamics. Maintaining data for its bill of 

materials, routing, and inventory in separate systems, the organization lacked real-time 

visibility into supply and demand, materials, and capacity constraints. To overhaul its 

legacy processes and minimize the use of its resources for process-based tasks, Okaya 

Power looked to modernize its business landscape on an intelligent infrastructure for 

ERP.

How Does a Next-Generation 

ERP Help Manufacture Efficiencies 

and Inventory Control?



Before: Challenges and Opportunities

• Digitalize the business landscape, replacing legacy ERP application with modern tools

• Unify data for bill of materials, routing, and inventory management in one location, increasing visibility 

into supply and demand, materials, and capacity constraints

• Enhance capability to maintain margins and reduce costs, minimizing labor-intensive, paper-based 

processes

Why SAP and Mawai Infotech Pvt Ltd

• One modern and unified business landscape using the SAP S/4HANA® Enterprise Management 

solution, connecting core business processes and providing comprehensive visibility and reporting

• Mawai’s implementation experience, proven solution design capabilities, best practices, and robust 

methodologies

After: Value-Driven Results

• Mapped all business processes from order entry to financial close in more than 10 verticals for its 

seven plants and 55 warehouses in SAP S/4HANA – using standard cost computation for all finished 

and semifinished components

• Introduced batch management for all bill-of-materials items, gaining strong controls and optimizing 

inventory management of raw materials to finished goods 

• Accelerated gate-in and gate-out processes for all plants, controlling and documenting all movements 

while reducing processing time and staffing needs

Powering End-to-End Processes from Order Entry to Financial 

Close with the SAP S/4HANA® Enterprise Management Solution

“With SAP S/4HANA, we’ve reshaped our 

business operations and now have clear insight 

across manufacturing and warehouse processes, 

making them more efficient and transparent. Having 

our partner Mawai Infotech complete the 

implementation during the pandemic has delivered 

significant competitive advantage to the business.”

Arush Gupta, Managing Director, Okaya Power Pvt. Ltd.

Okaya Power Pvt. Ltd.

New Delhi, India

www.okayapower.com

Industry

High tech

Employees

1,800

Revenue

Rs 11 billion 

(US$148 million)

Products and Services

Production of batteries for 

inverters, automotive, and 

solar applications

Featured Solutions and Services

SAP S/4HANA Enterprise Management

100%
Traceability for all finished 

and semifinished goods at 

warehouses

One
Source of truth across 

manufacturing and 

warehouse operations
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Teaming up with Mawai Infotech Pvt Ltd to implement the SAP S/4HANA® Enterprise 

Management solution, Okaya Power connected its entire business processes from battery 

production to warranty claims. With a single platform to view and report on its 

manufacturing operations, the organization has redeployed resources that were previously 

managing multiple systems. With the implementation completed during the pandemic, all 

training and project management was coordinated and executed online. 

Using the high-performing ERP, the organization has accelerated gate-in and gate-out 

processes at its warehouses, controlling and documenting all yard movements while 

reducing processing time and staffing needs. As inventory aging is an important factor for 

battery manufacturers, applying stock rotation and first-in first-out principles is critical. By 

introducing batch management for all items in its bill of materials, Okaya Power has 

optimized inventory management. Serial number and batch activation gives 100% 

traceability of the finished products at all warehouses and at the plant level. 

For Okaya Power, analyzing batteries manufactured and sold against warranties or 

replacements is an important determinant of manufacturing quality. With SAP S/4HANA, 

the organization has instant visibility to manage the claims ratio. 

Maintaining Margins While Reducing Costs to 

Improve Manufacturing Profitability

Efficiency boost through 

logistics invoice 

verification and 

autoclearing

Savings in labor required 

to monitor manufacturing 

information systems

20%

“Inventory aging is an important factor for battery 

manufacturers, as batteries need to be recharged 

after three months. By introducing batch 

management for all items in our bill of materials, 

we have optimized inventory management from 

the raw material to the finished product.”

Arush Gupta, Managing Director, Okaya Power Pvt. Ltd.

50%
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